
We make the simple unique and 
the unique simple: Simply Special.

COMPANY PROFILE



WE ARE 
HASENKOPF

We have one goal: to inspire our customers and partners - from the consultation 
to the installation to the use of the product. 
 
With our product solutions, we create feel-good spaces for unique memories 
and moments. We want to satisfy every wish and build pieces of furniture 
that you have always dreamed of.
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1964

Didymus 
Hasenkopf - 
Founder

1972

Drawer 
production on 
1400 m²
 

1990

Processing of 
solid surface 
material

2010

New company 
building

2019

Simply Special

New 
Management and 
Rebranding

HOW AND WHEN  
DID IT ALL START?



INDUSTRIE 
MANUFACTURING
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We are an internationally active industrial 
manufactory with around 200 employees 
and are regarded in industry and trade as 
an efficient supplier specialist for holistic 
solutions in the field of wood and high-
quality solid surfaces and acrylic materials.

Whether one-of-a-kind or series 
production, with Hasenkopf you have 
the right partner for your projects.

INNOVATION AND 
TRADITION

Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur GmbH 
embodies tradition and innovation in 
equal measure. As a respected company, 
we have been setting standards in the 
processing of solid surface materials and 
other high-quality materials since 1964. 

The focus is on tailor-made product 
solutions for architects, designers and 
craftsmen at the highest level.
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For more than half a century, we have been 
realizing special and extravagant customer 
requests and responding flexibly to 
individual requirements.

HASENKOPF TODAY
We see ourselves as an industrial manufactory for craftsmanship excellence, 
reliable quality and made-to-measure perfection.
 

60 180+

8.000+ 300.000+

Years of Experience Employees

Customers Projects

We are an international industrial 
manufactory with around 180 employees 
for solutions in the field of wood, high-
quality solid surface and acrylic materials.

Our customers benefit from the advantages 
of industrial production, such as fast order 
processing, proven quality, efficiency and 
just-in-time delivery.

Using state-of-the-art technology, we not 
only manufacture unique one-of-a-kind 
pieces on 22,000 m² of production space, 
but also produce perfection in series.
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VALUES

MISSION

VISION

Trusting partnership: We are a strong team and reliable 
partner.
Quality in action: Uncompromising standards meet the 
highest standards in every area.
Sustainable responsibility: We take responsibility for our 
actions as well as the environment and society, thereby 
ensuring our long-term economic success.
Unique solutions: The individual wishes of our customers 
are at the heart of everything we do. 
Courage to try new things: We break new ground. This is 
what makes our “Simply Special” service.

Products: We are continuously develop innovative and sustainable product solutions that 
inspire.
Production: In a pleasant atmosphere, we continuously develop production processes and 
ensure our promise of quality. 
Processes: We digitize new processes to make collaboration transparent and efficient.
Sales and Marketing: We understand the challenges of our customers and develop unique 
solutions with competent employees.
People and Culture: We inspire and promote our employees and talents.

We create moments of joy.
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HASENKOPF
PARTNERS AND  
CUSTOMERS

CONSUMER HASENKOPF

CRAFT  
INDUSTRY & COMMERCE

PLANNERS, ARCHITECTS, 
CORPORATIONS & DESIGNERS



HASENKOPF 
STANDS FOR
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Carpenter/
Wood worker

Badstudios Interior 
Designers

Industrial 
Customers and 
Corporations

Architects

Uniqueness, quality, responsibility.

Expert advice Service and Quality Your Benefi ts

+ Advice in advance on function and
   design
+ Short-term original sampling free of
    charge
+ Expertise and in-depth 
    understanding of specifi c industry
    requirements, in particular for 
    complex projects
+ Reliable and experienced partner

+ Support by industry-specifi c 
    professionals 
+ Online service: Hasenkopf off ers
    training courses for your employees
    about the latest materials and
    technologies 
+ Assembly support
+ Promoting sustainability through
    repair and Workup

+ Continuous optimisation and 
    adaptation to changing market
    requirements due to long-term
    partnership
+ Highest quality “Made in Germany“
+ Complete solutions and overall
    concept
+ More than 200 colours from 
    premium manufacturers Selection
+ Fast delivery times

CUSTOMERS
We are your partner on the way to inspiring solutions.
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OUR MATERIALS
Solid Surface

Custom designs such as washbasins, 
countertops and wall coverings. Robust-
ness and a supple, non-porous texture 
guaranteed.

Wood

A noble, natural material that has been 
convincing for thousands of years with 
its warmth and special feel.

Materialmix

Acrylic impresses with transparency and 
weather resistance.

Other Premium Materials

Premium gypsum fibre for the highest 
safety standards. Ideal for flame retardant 
areas, excellent acoustics and artistic sur-
face design.



SOLID SURFACE
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+ high quantity
+ customized
+ High-quality acrylic casting
    process

+ 3D Shaping
+ Thermal shaping
+ Highest precision and
    individuality

+ Exact dimensions
+ Seamless connection of  
   Pieces
+ Almost infinitely large
    areas

+ Connection of our 
    products from Solid 
    surface material and wood
+ Network for professional
    installation

Solid surface is an innovative material made from a mixture of mineral components and 
synthetic resins. It is characterized by high flexibility, strength and resistance.

High-quality acrylic resin

• Solid, hard-wearing and robust material • Seamless bonding • Pleasant, non-porous surface 
• Durable and therefore sustainable • Homogeneously coloured through • Thermal formability 
• UV-resistant and lightfast • Translucent with low material thickness • Repairable • Easy to clean and hygienic

PROCESS

Natural Rock Powder MIRAKLON® by Hasenkopf

BENEFITS OF ACRYLIC-BONDED SOLID SURFACE

Molding Shaping Sticking Excellent Result
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WOOD
+ natural and renewable
+ easy to process
+ various types of wood / wood materials
+ can be combined with other material

A natural raw material that has stood for durability, warmth and 
versatility for thousands of years.



WOOD MATERIALS
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Special decors available on request.

SOLID WOOD MDF

PLYWOOD CHIPBOARD

+ Maple, beech, oak, ash, spruce, American
    walnut & smoked oak
+ Raw, varnished or oiled

+ Profiles in white, foil-coated
+ MDF real wood veneer in maple, beech,
    oak and American walnut
+ Primer film

+ Very stable
+ Birch multiplex and beech multiplex

+ Lightweight & resource-saving
+ Decors in white, black, silver, grey,
    anthracite
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PRODUCTION

The HASENKOPF Frescata collection off ers a selection of over 30 diff erent structures.

FRESCATA 
SURFACES
The combination of the processing techniques of casting, forming and milling allows us to fi nd 
an individual solution for each product. From wave patterns, geometric designs, dots or other 
organic shapes to ornaments, fonts, logos and photorealistic images.

We are an industrial manufactory.
With state-of-the-art technology and 22,000 m² 
of production space, we not only manufacture 
unmistakable one-of-a-kind pieces, but also pro-
duce perfection in series as an effi  cient supplier 
specialist. That’s why we call ourselves Industrial 
Manufactory, because our customers benefi t 
from the advantages of industrial production, 
such as fast order processing, proven quality, 
effi  ciency and just-in-time delivery.



MANUFACTURING
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We are craftsmen. We implement unusual customer wishes and respond fl exibly 
to individual requirements - from a quantity of 1.

Passion Qulaity Precision

INDUSTRIAL
We are industrial. As an effi  cient delivery specialist, we produce series to perfection.

Washbasins Shower trays Bathtubs
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THE HASENKOPF 
PRODUCT VARIETY

BATHROOM
High-quality design to make you feel good.

Our bathroom products are characterized by the highest quality and durability. 
Hasenkopf creates stylish, elegant and individual bathroom solutions. 
 
We do this by combining design, high-quality materials and creativity in our 
exceptional projects.



INDIVIDUAL 
SOLUTIONS
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From series to one-of-a-kind. A wide range of possibilities. Custom-made designs. The Poreless Wellness Oases.

Washbasins Basins Showers Bathtubs

FURNITURE - 
ACCESSOIRES
With precise craftsmanship and innovative designs, we fulfill every wish and create 
pieces of furniture that you have always dreamed of. 
Discover exquisite interior design - DESIGNED BY HASENKOPF

DL3 round mirror with
indirect LED lighting

The perfect companion for 
your bathroom: a high-
quality mineral material 
stool.

DL3 oval mirror in small 
and large with wave-shaped 
mineral material frame.

Bathtub shelf made of 
mineral material in a wide 
selection of colors - robust 
and elegant.

Round Stools Oval Bathtub Shelves
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SHOWER-
WASHBASIN 
COMBO
Clever complete solution for small bathrooms with shower, washbasin and tall cupboard.
Optionally made of mineral material or real wood surface - oiled oak, unbrushed.

Designed for the smallest room, made to measure in a wide range of colors.
Customization, for example, by adding a niche, seating element and glass shower door.



BATHROOM
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+ Fancy washbasin at the Steigenberger
    Hotel Treudelberg
+ Hamburg
+ Partner: Innenausbau Biermann GmbH,
    Meierei Innenarchitektur Design 

+ Unusual bathroom design with seamless,
    floor-level shower and bathtub with
    wellness lounge area.
+ Washbasin from our design line 2 with
    satin-matt surface and fronts made of
    real wood.
+ Germany

+ Hotel Bathroom at the Sofitel Vienna
+ Austria
+ Partner: Michael Steininger, Studio F.A.
    Porsche

+ Colourful washbasin in economy design
    hotels “Prizeotel“
+ Hamburg
+ Partner: Plan-Team-Lohoff GmbH & Co.
    KG, Karim Rashid
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DESIGN LINES
Delivery from a single source.
Complete solutions incl. substructure, material, mirrors, lighting.

Design line 1

Monolithic washbasin top in combination 
with a filigree countertop basin.

Design line 2

Simple elegance and clear lines with indi-
vidual design thanks to a wide variety of 
material combinations.

Design line 3

With individually selectable washbasins, 
organic basin shapes and elegant solid 
wood drawers.



PRODUCT VARIETY
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Counters

Representative one-of-a-kind pieces with 
a long service life.

Facades

Elegant wall design for outdoor and indoor 
use.

Interior design / Shopfitting

Present products and services in the best 
possible way.

Worktops including sinks

Easy-care, seamless and modern surfaces.
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COUNTERS

HIGH-QUALITY 
DESIGN TO MAKE 
YOU FEEL GOOD
Realization of three-dimensional, organic and polygonal designs.



COUNTERS
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+ Polygonal Counter
+ Passau
+ Partner: Fritz HOLTER GmbH, Ludgera
    Lücke Innenarchitekturbüro

+ Individuel Sushi-Counter
+ Hyatt Regency Düsseldorf
+ Partner: Studio Architects

+ 3D Corian Counter in the doctor’s office
    of Prof. Dr. Schnorbach
+ Karlsruhe
+ Partner: Ruf Möbel- und Innenausbau,
    Kassel + Partner

+ Staight Counter in Frescata look
+ Germany
+ Partner: Ruf Möbel- und Innenausbau,
    Architekten Gaiser + Partner
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INDIVIDUAL 
CONSTRUCTION



+ Elbphilharmonie Hamburg
+ Partner: Peuckert GmbH, 
   ReGe Hamburg, Knauf Integral, HOCHTIEF

INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTION
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Info: More than 10,000 individual wall and ceiling elements made 

of the gypsum fibre concrete material GIFAtec were milled into 

the surface of the so-called “white skin” by Hasenkopf for the 

ideal orchestral sound using modern 5-axis CNC technology and 

over 1 million shell-shaped troughs, in precise accordance with the 

computer-calculated acoustic model of the hall. The result offers 

an audio-visual concert experience at the highest level.



INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTION
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+ Billiards »247billiards«
+ Partner: Michael Steininger, Studio F.A.
    Porsche

+ Information 4.0 of Deutsche Bahn
+ Germany
+ Partner: Bernhard + Hermann Schröer,
    Kitzig Design Studios

+ stair treads, wall elements, terrace 
    flooring and Fountain made of white
    solid surface 
+ Vienna 
+ Partner: Delugan Meissl Associated
    Architects

+ FIFA World Museum
+ Zurich
+ Partner: Kreativagentur TRIAD, 
    ADNIC, barth Innenausbau



INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTION
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+ Beautysalon Egger3
+ Austria
+ Partner: Tischlerei Schwab, Marcel
    Egger

+ Universe of Particles 
+ CERN/Geneva
+ Partner: Architekturbüro Atelier 
    Brückner

+ Model of Heinfels Castle from Corian in
    the Castle Museum
+ Austria
+ Partner: Raidel GmbH Tischlerei, Atelier
    Stecher

+ Exhibition stand „Techrules“
+ Geneva
+ Partner: DISPLAY INTERNATIONAL,
    Blue Scope Berlin GmbH
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FACADE
+ Microsoft Headquarters
+ Munich
+ Partner: HAGA Metallbau GmbH, Architekturbüro GSP



+ Custom-made products made of solid
    surface material GetaCore in Frosted
    Dark and Miracle Vanilla  for Camper
+ Schlüsselfeld, Germany
+ MORELO Reisemobile GmbH

CAMPER INDIVIDUAL
CONSTRUCTION
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KITCHEN DESIGN
+ Corian kitchen with a floating look
+ Austria 
+ Partner: Tischlerei Auer

+ Show kitchen made of solid surface
+ Germany
+ Partner: Schreinerei Brandl GmbH,
    Brückner Architekten GmbH

+ Corian kitchen in Berlin’s Upper Eastside
+ Berlin
+ Partner: Flömö GmbH, Axthelm 
    Architekten



DRAWERS
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It all started with the production of drawers. Even today, it is an important part of our 
company. We are driven by our passion for first-class drawers and stand for quality and 
precision. At Hasenkopf, drawers are more than just furniture components – they are a s
ymbol of our commitment and expertise.

A statement of quality, precision and innovation. With decades of experience and constant 
development, we have perfected the art of drawer production.

For long-term use. The classic in many 
variations.

Create your own unique 
drawer.

Individual production accord-
ing to customer requirements.

High-quality 
guide systems Kitchen drawers

Made-to-measure 
drawers Special

PERFECTION IN 
EVERY DETAIL
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OUR
PASSION

FROM IDEA TO ASSEMBLY

With us, every order is accompanied by ex-
perienced professionals – technical advice, 
design and visualization go hand in hand with 
production and logistics. Supported by state-
of-the-art machinery, we implement the most 
demanding projects.

QUALITY

We have a reputation for quality and excellent service 
through experience, competence and flexibility in meeting 
individual requirements. 

+ In-process control, final inspection
+ Quality Network Partner: Warranty: at least 2 years   
+ Up to 10-year warranty on lightfastness for certain colours
+ Repairs/Maintenance
+ Refurbishment & retrieval



HOLISTIC SOLUTIONS
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+ We advise our customers
+ Service and advice: A personal contact who will provide 
    you with technical and commercial support throughout 
    the entire order
+ Provision of material and color samples of the materials 
used
+ Creation of CAD drawings and visualization using 3D
    models for better illustration
+ Personalization with lettering and logo, as milling, inlay or
    raised structure
+ Ready-to-assemble delivery, including installation on
    request by experienced specialists on site
+ Professional maintenance, care and reconditioning of the
    finished objects

ADVANTAGES OF HASENKOPF

Materials and functional integration

+ Large selection of mineral and wood materials in different
    thicknesses
+ Wide range of colors and structures for the realization of
    your design ideas
+ Combined installation with a variety of other materials
    possible: including solid wood, decorative/Fenix   ® and 
    HPL laminate panels, MDF, chipboard, multiplex, precious
    metal, glass, mirrors and fabrics
+ Tailor-made substructures and furniture bodies
+ Planning and integration of lighting and electronic
    applications
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INFORMATIONS MATERIAL

Color Finder

Take advantage of our service and compare 
from a variety of colors for indoor and out-
door use.

Sample Order Form

Order up to 10 free 5x5cm samples.

Product Brochures & Magazines

On our download page you will find up-to-date 
brochures, assembly instructions, dimensional 
drawings and data sheets to ensure that you have 
all the information you need at hand.

You can download brochures 
and magazines here:

Scan the QR code for Color FInder:



CONFIGURATOR
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+ 3D Visualizations
+ Design detail overview (save PDF and print)
+ Availability 24/7
+ Instant Quote Price

Try the configurations on our website:
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SUSTAINABILITY 
AT HASENKOPF

At Hasenkopf, we are aware of our responsibility towards the environment and society. Sus-
tainability and ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance) are not just buzzwords for us – they 
are an integral part of our corporate philosophy and our daily work. 
 
We take a holistic approach to create positive change and create a sustainable future.
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OUR COMMITMENT TO 
A BETTER FUTURE

What does that look like for us?

Sustainable Production

Our mission at Hasenkopf is to create inno-
vative solutions for a sustainable future. We 
know this is an ongoing process that requires 
ongoing commitment.

Social Commitment

With a safe work environment, promoting 
diversity and inclusion, and social initiatives in 
our community, we are committed to the well-
being of all. Our partnerships are based on fair-
ness and trust.

Environmental Awareness

We continuously strive for resource efficiency 
and minimize our ecological footprint. In do-
ing so, we pursue ambitious goals to reduce 
energy consumption, waste production and 
emissions.



REFERENCES
For 60 years, we have been a fl exible and innovative partner 
for architecture and craftsmanship.
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HASENKOPF Industrie Manufaktur GmbH, Stöcklstraße 1-2, 84561 Mehring, Germany. 
T +49 8677 9847 0;  info@hasenkopf.de; www.hasenkopf.de


